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Sutahira Medikku

Sutahira Medikku is a player character played by Sparkee0213.

Sutahira Medikku

Species & Gender: Human Male
Date of Birth: YE 18
Organization: Star Army Reserve
Occupation: Star Army Medical

Rank: Nitô Hei
Current Placement: Fort Victory Reserve Center

Physical Description

Sutahira stands at 6'0“, with black hair and green eyes. His skin is a cream-colored white, with freckles
on the bridge of his nose. He has no facial hair, preferring to keep his face clean-shaven. While he has a
Japanese-style name, his features are inherently modern-day-American in nature. He weighs around 190
pounds, with almost but not quite buzzed hair. He has a tattoo of the Star Army Medical symbol on his
back. He often uses unscented soaps, with unscented deodorant. His voice is deep, but will be raised in
times of stress such as mass casualty incidences, the instance Sutahira is injured, etc.
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Personality

Sutahira is generally nice, but angers easily under pressure, often snapping at medical assistants who
pester him. He is very open and friendly when not on the battlefield, and will usually have a drink or two
with friends and engage in conversation. The loss of his father when he was young, however, has left him
emotionally scarred and particularly disdainful to people of the Nepleslian Imperium. He often has
nightmares, one time (though he would never admit this) almost killing a fellow medic in his sleep during
training. He is fiercely loyal and protective of his team, willing to die for them. He will often rush into a
situation with his team, encouraging and protecting them.

History

Sutahira Medikku was born in YE 18 .

Sutahira, born in YE 18 on Yamatai, joined the Yamatain Star Army at 20. Preferring not to become a
Minkan, mostly because of his low income and little money, he was birthed by two Human parents and
can trace his roots to old Nepleslian ancestors, whom he hates. His father was killed in YE 28 during the
Nepleslian Independence, causing Sutahira to hate Nepleslians. His mother was deeply distraught by his
passing, and fell into a depression. When Sutahira joined the Star Army of Yamatai, his mother was
worried for him and felt alone. Sutahira often writes to and visits her when on Yamatai. His parents, some
of the few Humans left on Yamatai, surviving Great Plague of YE 08 due to their presences on a cargo
ship while the plague silently spread with, fortunately, no infected cargo or personnel, and rejected the
Minkan treatments, preferring to stay “Pure Humans”. His parents' miraculous survival of the plague
prompted Sutahira to be trained as a medic in the Star Army in YE 38, being stationed on the YSS Kaiyo
once done.

Social Connections

Sutahira Medikku is connected to: * Mother: Kodomo O-Aisuru (LIVING: Yamatai) * Father: Yūkan'na
sentōki (DECEASED: given space burial)

Skills Learned

Communication

One of the basic skills first learned, besides weapon training, is communications. Sutahira can talk on a
two-way-radio, knowing when to talk and when to keep the line clear. He can also request assistance and
give medical orders over the radio if he cannot directly treat a patient.
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Combat

Doing well in combat training, Sutahira can hold his own in a fist-fight, and is accurate with a rifle. He
prefers a less bulky sidearm when in the field with extra ammo so he can focus on treating and
protecting patients rather than taking lives in the field. He can identify and take cover, and can quickly
move his patients to a safer location when under fire.

Medical

Sutahira can apply medical dressings, tourniquets, and can evaluate casualties. He can perform triage
and treat a patient correctly, stablizing the worst of the wounded, moving to less wounded. He also
knows sanitation procedure, and can perform emergency field surgery if absolutely necessary. He can
also request additional medical assistance, or respond to medical assistance required.

Equipment

Sutahira is able to maintain his various equipment, and while not able to repair complex things, he is able
to provide basic maintenance and make simple repairs.

Emergency

Sutahira is able to keep his calm in a situation, and is able to put out fires and will take part in ship
repairs (with engineer assistance for more complex tasks) when not treating injured in the medical bay.

Mathematics

Sutahira is proficient in math, able to do basic math skills and assist engineers or other stations with
enough guidance on what to do.

Technology Operations

Sutahira is able to operate a computer terminal and file reports, and also able to use it for various other
purposes.

Inventory and Finance

The inventory is listed here: Star Army Standard Issue Items

Sutahira also does request the EM-J5 Flying Assistant Robot Series (FARS)
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Weapons and Accessories for Mindy 2 Power Armor

(2) Ke-M2-W3500 Forearm Weapons
Upper Leg Hangers
(1) Dorsal Hardpoint
(2) Shoulder Hardpoints
(2) Lower Leg Hardpoints (paired)
Star Army Butt Pack, Type 29

OOC Information

In the case Sparkee0213 becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I am gone for a year? NO

Character Data
Character Name Sutahira Medikku
Character Owner Sparkee0213
Character Status NPC Available for GM or FM use
Current Location Fort Victory Reserve Center
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Nitô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Medical
SAOY Assignment Fort Victory Reserve Center
SAOY Entry Year YE 38
Orders Orders
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